
TOP FOREIGN CAR BRAND BOOSTS AWARENESS,  
INCREASES CUSTOMER LOYALTY, AND DRIVES QUALIFIED LEADS

A big challenge for auto manufacturers is maintaining a strong 

relationship with their customers after the initial warranty and 

maintenance plan expire. It is crucial then for the auto manufacturers to 

stay informed of when a warranty is coming due in order to improve brand 

awareness, loyalty, and ultimately win repeat business.

Using Data to Boost Loyalty
Recently, a leading import car brand turned to MaxPoint for help getting 

in front of customers who were reaching the end of their two-year 

maintenance plan and/or three-to-five-year warranty plan. The auto 

brand had an existing list of target customers that it stored with its data 

management platform (DMP). MaxPoint’s approach was to seamlessly 

integrate with the DMP and then deliver targeted messages to the client 

list. Campaign success would be measured by service appointment leads.

MaxPoint’s unique, targeted approach was three-fold:

 Client’s DMP provided MaxPoint with an audience list of    

 customers who had owned their vehicles for two to seven years.

 MaxPoint overlaid neighborhood-level targeting to expand to areas 

 that over-index for the desired audience segment.

 MaxPoint then delivered multiple versions of the ad message to

  increase awareness and successfully reach the ideal audience,

  driving them to the parts and services website.
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Using DMP Data to Increase Quality Leads 

CAMPAIGN GOALS

4 Utilize client’s first-party 
data via its DMP

4 Boost customer 
awareness and brand 
loyalty

4 Measure success by 
scheduling service 
leads
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1.8% 
Lead rate is the percentage of users that clicked to schedule service.

2.9% 
ACTUAL LEAD RATETARGET LEAD RATE



Insights and Recommendations

Not only did MaxPoint’s DMP approach achieve a solid lead rate and drive 

traffic to the parts and service landing page, the campaign also revealed 

valuable findings that can be fed into future campaigns.

Audience insights included:

 Visitors to the destination parts and services landing page were   

 typically married and between the ages of 35 and 64.

 Top responders are more likely to drive an SUV or family car and   

 have a household income of $60K or less.

In addition to insights on audience lifestyles and preferences, MaxPoint 

also used the campaign data to lay out strategies that the auto brand can 

action in future campaigns.

 Target the ideal neighborhoods and audiences to increase

 the opportunity for positive results and enable stronger

 return on ad spend.

 Refine and expand ongoing marketing strategy using first-party  

 data coupled with MaxPoint’s neighborhood-level intelligence.

 Design campaigns that match the top responding audience 

 profiles in order to boost customer loyalty and drive quality leads.
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CAMPAIGN SPOTLIGHT

CONSUMER PROFILE

4 Married adults aged 
35–64

4 Household income of 
$60K or less

4 Drive SUVs or family 
cars

High Landing 
Page Engagement

Dealership Location
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